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What is a Barometer?
 

Summary 
Students will learn about the barometer and how it helps to predict the weather.
 

Materials 
The Highs and Lows of Weather

Weather map(s) from the newspaper
Aneroid barometer

The Discovery of the Barometer
Overhead projector
Overheads of the presentation of the "Discovery of the Barometer"
Shared reading about the barometer discovery
Hollow balloon holders
Small bowl
Food coloring (any color)
Water
Lab coat (optional)

Additional Resources
Books

Wind and Air Pressure 
, by Alan Rodgers and Angella Streleck, ISBN 1403401306

Videos
Forecasting and Weather Instruments VH 2001 United Learning
Weather station: Backyard Science VH 1996 BFA/Phoenix
Weather: Changes and Measurement VH 1999 Educational Videos

 

Background for Teachers 
As previously mentioned, Earth's air has pressure because of the air molecules stacked on top of
each other from Earth's surface to the edge of space which is about 70 vertical miles. This pressure is
greatest at Earth's surface, and gradually this pressure lessens as the air goes vertical toward space.
However, as previously mentioned, the air pressure can change at and near Earth's surface. It
changes because of more pressure put on these air molecules or less pressure on these air
molecules. It is this pressure change at and near Earth's surface that brings us our different weather.
It has an effect on the temperature, the movement of the air (wind), the types of clouds that will form,
and the type of precipitation. And most of all, the changing air pressure is what makes the water cycle
continue to go on and on and on.
There is an instrument that we use to measure the air pressure and it is called a barometer. There
are numbers on a barometer that range from 28 to 31. One misconception that many people have
about the barometer is that a barometer measures temperature because of these numbers. But these
numbers measure the air pressure. (The story in Activity One will tell you why we use these
numbers.) Another misconception about the barometer is that people believe that the barometer tells
us what the weather is right now. The most fascinating thing about the barometer is that the
barometer tells us what that weather is going to be in one or two days. It is a device for predicting the
weather.
Generally, if the needle on a barometer is above 30, our area is going to have nice weather for at
least one to two days. The higher the needle is above 30 the nicer the weather will be. Generally, if
the needle of a barometer drops below 30 there is going to be change in the weather. The
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temperature is going to change, clouds will be moving in, there is going to be a change in the air
movement (wind), and we could get some precipitation. The lower the needle moves below 30, the
more drastic these changes will be in a couple of days. Generally, if the barometer is at 30 this means
we could lose our very nice fair weather to some wind, partly clouded skies, and a slight temperature
change, but usually with no storms on the horizon. The 30 means that a storm is nearby, but it isn't
going to reach us.
 

Intended Learning Outcomes 
1- Use Science Process and Thinking Skills  
3- Understand Science Concepts and Principles
 

Instructional Procedures 
Invitation to Learn
The Highs and Lows of Weather  
Pass out to the students a weather map from the newspaper that has many highs (H) and lows (L) on
it. They can each have his/her own copy of different days or make a copy so each student gets the
same one.

Ask, "Do you know what this paper is?" (It is a weather map from the newspaper.)
Ask, "Why is this in the newspaper each day?" (It tells us what the weather is going to be for that
day.)
Ask, "How do weather forecasters (meteorologists) know what the weather is going to be?"
(They have weather instruments that help them predict the upcoming weather.)
Ask, "What do the capital H's and L's mean on a weather map. (They may not know the answer
to this, so you may have to tell them. The H's mean that those places have a high pressure over
them and they are going to have nice weather for the next couple of days. The L's mean that
those places have a low pressure over them and they have going to have stormy weather for the
next couple of days.)
Ask, "What other symbols do you see around the L's?" (Rain and/or snow.)
Ask, "Do you see other symbols around the H's? (Yes, if there is a sun; no if there is nothing
there.) This means they will have a lot of sunshine today.
Show the students a barometer. Tell them that this is one of the instruments meteorologists use
to predict the weather. This is called an aneroid barometer. This instrument measures the air
pressure and shows air pressure changes. It tells us if the air pressure is high (H) or if the air
pressure is low (L). But there is something special about a barometer. This instrument tells us
what the weather is going to be like in one or two days not what the weather is like today. Today
we are going to learn about the barometer and how it helps us predict the weather.

Instructional Procedures
The Discovery of the Barometer (a teacher demonstration)

Put on a white lab coat, if possible, so you look like a scientist.
Set up a similar situation that Torricelli had when he discovered the mercury barometer.

Bowl with colored water in it.
Two hollow balloon holders taped together with a 29" mark on it, a 30" mark on it, and a 31"
mark on it.

Pass out the shared reading of Torricelli and the First Barometer (if desired).
As you read the story put up the different overheads so the students have a visual idea of what
is happening in the reading.
The Story of the First Barometer  
Around the time of 1643, there was a young scientist/mathematician by the name of Evangelisti
Torricelli who was very interested in air pressure. (Put on the picture of Torricelli.) Scientists at
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the time knew that air pressure existed and they knew that it changed. They had an idea that
when there was an air pressure change there was going to be stormy weather. But, they had no
way of measuring the air pressure like they could measure temperature with a thermometer.
Torricelli was very interested in finding a way to measure air pressure so he could see air
pressure changes.
One day Torricelli got a three-foot glass tube that was closed in at one end and open at the
other. (Show the picture of Torricelli with the tube in his hand.) With a suggestion from his friend,
Galileo, he filled the glass tube with mercury. (Show the plastic tube.) Mercury is a liquid metal
that is much heavier than water. He also had a bowl of liquid mercury. (Show the bowl of colored
water.) After filling the glass tube with mercury, he tipped the tube upside down, holding the
open end with his finger so the mercury wouldn't run out. (Demonstrate this with the plastic
tube.) With his finger on the end he gently put the open end of the tube in the bowl of mercury.
He then took his finger off the glass tube. (Put the tube into the water and take your finger off.)
At his surprise the mercury dropped about 6 inches to the 30-inch mark. (Point to the 30-inch
mark on the tube.) He marked this point as a reference point so he could notice any changes in
the level of the mercury inside the tube.
He set his mercury instrument up in a safe place in his laboratory and observed it many times a
day. He put marking on the tube so he could see if the mercury level moved inside the tube. (Put
on the picture of the two mercury tubes showing the two dates of the low and high mercury
markings.) On October eighth he noticed that the mercury dropped below the 30-inch mark.
(Point to the mark below the 30-inch mark on the plastic tube.) Then a day later he observed
that weather had changed and became stormy. On October eleventh he noticed that the
mercury jumped above 30-inch mark. (Point to the mark above the 30-inch mark on the plastic
tube.) He observed that the weather was fair a day or two later. (Show the picture of the arrows
pressing on the bowl of mercury.) He kept track of the changes of the level of the mercury in the
tube.
Torricelli concluded that whenever the level of the mercury was below the 30-inch mark a storm
was coming. And, the farther the mercury level was below the 30-inch mark the worse the storm.
This is why we use the word "Low" because the mercury was lower than 30 inches in the tube.
(Refer they weather map they looked at in the Invitation to Learn.) He also concluded that
whenever the level of the mercury was above the 30-inch mark, fair weather was in its way. And,
the farther the mercury level was above the 30-inch mark the better the weather was going to
be. This is why we use the word "High" because the mercury was higher than 30 inches in the
tube. (Refer they weather map they looked at in the Invitation to Learn.) (Show the picture of a
mercury barometer today.) Meteorologists still use the mercury barometer today, because it is
the most accurate instrument to use to measure air pressure change.
(Show the real aneroid barometer.) Tell them that this barometer does not have mercury inside
because we have found out that mercury is very dangerous for everyday use.
(Show up the picture of the aneroid barometer.) This barometer has a needle that goes back
and forth from the 29 to the 31 by the use of gears inside the barometer. (Point to the needle.)
(Put up the picture of the inside of the aneroid barometer.) These gears are attached to a very
small "can" that has no air in it. Aneroid means "containing no air."
(Put up picture of the aneroid can.) As a high pressure enters an area, the high pressure will
push in on the "aneroid can" (because of the vacuum inside) that in turn moves the gears.
These gears move the needle up above the 30-inch mark telling us that we have high pressure
around us.
As a low pressure enters an area, the low pressure will release pressure on the can making the
can not bent in as much. The gears will move the needle below the 30-inch mark telling us that
we have low pressure around us.



(Show the picture of the barometer on the wall.) We can hang aneroid barometers on our walls
at home and watch to see if a storm is coming or if we are going to have nice weather.
Put an aneroid barometer in a see-though bowl. Cut off the neck of a balloon and stretch it over
the bowl. Push in on the balloon.
Ask, "What do you see happening to the barometer?" (The needle went up showing a high
pressure.) Ask, "Why do you think it went up when you pressed on the balloon?" (The air
particles packed together in a smaller area creating a high pressure.)
Pull up on the balloon. Ask, "What do you see happening to the barometer?" (The needle went
down showing a low pressure.) Ask, "Why do you think it went down when you pulled on the
balloon?" (The air particles are spread out in a larger area creating a low pressure.)
In conclusion, describe that:

When high pressure enters the atmosphere, it presses on the "small can" and the
barometer goes up.
When low pressure enters the atmosphere, it presses on the "small can" and the
barometer goes down.
The changes in air pressure are what cause our different weather.

 

Extensions 
Curriculum Extensions/Adaptations/Integration

For regular and advanced learners, have them learn more about Torricelli and the discovery of
the mercury barometer.
For learners of special needs, gather them together and show the experiments again giving the
simple explanations of what is happening and asking simple questions to answer.
Have the students draw a picture of what the air molecules look like inside in the glass jar at
different stages of the experiment including what the air molecules look like outside the glass jars.
(Visual Arts: Standard III, Objective 2)

Family Connections
Send home the story about Torricelli's experiment in discovering the mercury barometer. Have
them discuss how this knowledge has helped us to cope with the weather.
Send home a picture of an aneroid barometer. Have the students tell how this barometer works.
Have the students go to an Internet site to read more about the barometer and share with their
families what else they learned about the barometer.

 

Assessment Plan 
As the teacher is asking the questions, the students can be writing in their science journals the
answers to the questions. Check their journals for accuracy during the discussion.
Use a Cluster Diagram to outline the three types of pressure the barometer measures for us and
the results of each of the readings.
Have the students draw pictures of the experiments and label the parts. Have them write
captions under the pictures of what happened in the experiments.
Divide the class into groups of three or four students and ask them to discuss and answer these
questions in their journals or on paper.

What happens to the air molecules near Earth's surface when a high pressure is
approaching?
What happens to the air molecules near Earth's surface when a low pressure is
approaching?
Why did the mercury go up in Torricelli's mercury barometer when there was a high
pressure present?
Why did the mercury go down in Torricelli's mercury barometer when there was a low
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pressure present?
Explain how an aneroid barometer works.

Explain why the barometer needle went up when the balloon was pressed on the bowl.
Explain why the barometer needle went down when the balloon was pulled on the bowl.

Have the students tell how the mercury barometer and the aneroid barometer are the same.
Have the students tell how the mercury barometer and the aneroid barometer are different.
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